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Common Sense (but Wrong) Assumptions

• Fiction and pop-culture should have minimal 
impact on foreign policy

• Policymakers are too busy to read novels, watch 
movies, play video games, etc.

• Decision makers have access to better information 
and/or advice than fiction

• It is easy to distinguish between fact and fiction 
• Policymakers would never admit to using fiction



Surprising Findings

• Fiction has had a measurable impact on world 
politics and international security

• Military and civilian leaders have used fiction to 
“understand” world politics and elucidate policy 
preferences

• Key decisions have been motivated by fiction
• The military is often more willing than academics 

or policymakers to use fiction as a tool



Ok….But Why?



Help from Fellow Wargamers

Perla and McGrady, “Why War Gaming Works,” Naval War
College Review, 2011.
• Both fiction and non-fiction are useful for strategic

thought
• Fiction creates an alternative world aka “fictitious

narratives”
• These narratives create meaning in the readers’ minds
• Fictitious narratives cause readers to engage with the

text in a serious and creative manner
• Narrative fictions act as a spring board for further

thought and research



A Few Examples

• “Invasion Fiction” Genre (early 1900’s)
• The Great Pacific War by Hector Bywater 

(1925)
• H.G. Wells’ influence on early nuclear 

strategists
• On the Beach by Nevil Shute (1953)
• WarGames (film, 1983)
• Tom Clancy’s early novels
• The Cobra Event by Richard Preston (1998)
• PME’s embrace of novels including: The Killer Angels, Gates 

of Fire, Fields of Fire, Once an Eagle, Ghost Wars, etc. 



Prominent Novelists as Wargamers

• H.G. Wells
• Jerome K. Jerome
• Hector Bywater
• Larry Bond
• Tom Clancy
• Harry Turtledove 



Strengths of Wargames

• Encourages thinking about critical issues, threats, 
vulnerabilities, strengths, etc.

• Hypothesis testing
• Make mistakes in low-cost environment
• Helps anticipate and adapt to future 

contingencies
• Spurs further discussion and innovation



How Can Fiction Help Wargamers?

• Use the creativity of novelists for strategic 
advantage

• Exploit mass-market appeal of fiction and 
popular culture

• Can more easily overcome the “nerd factor” of 
wargames

• Excellent introduction to wargames and research 
methodology



Fiction’s Limits

• Fiction is one tool among many
• In a competitive and adaptive strategic 

environment, the enemy gets a vote
• It is NOT a substitute for:

– Training
– Intelligence
– Critical thinking
– Courage 
– Traditional wargames

• May teach the wrong lessons



Ignore Fiction at Your Peril 

1925 novel predicts vulnerability 
of US bases to Japanese attack

1994 novel exposes the potential 
to inflict massive economic and 
political costs with commercial 

airliners

2018 book predicts victory of a 
primitive insurgent group in a 

galaxy far, far away



Questions?

jfdaniel@gmail.com
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